Quantum open systems evolve according to completely positive, trace preserving maps acting on the density operator, which can equivalently be unraveled in term of so-called quantum trajectories. These stochastic sequences of pure states correspond to the actual dynamics of the quantum system during single realizations of an experiment in which the system's environment is monitored. In this chapter, we present an extension of stochastic thermodynamics to the case of open quantum systems, which builds on the analogy between the quantum trajectories and the trajectories in phase space of classical stochastic thermodynamics. We analyze entropy production, work and heat exchanges at the trajectory level, identifying genuinely quantum contributions due to decoherence induced by the environment. We present three examples: the thermalization of a quantum system, the fluorescence of a driven qubit and the continuous monitoring of a qubit's observable.
Introduction
The concept of quantum trajectories was first introduced as a numerical tool to simulate nonunitary quantum evolution [1] . The underlying idea was to replace the deterministic evolution of a density matrix in a space of dimension d 2 S with a stochastic dynamics for a wave function of dimension d S , leading to a potentially huge memory gain when simulating large quantum systems. Later on, it was understood that such trajectories actually correspond to the sequences of pure states followed by an open quantum system when its environment is continuously monitored [2, 3] (see Fig. 1 ) and the measurement record is accessible. Since then, such a situation has been implemented experimentally in various setups of quantum optics [4, 5, 6, 7] or superconducting circuits [8, 9, 10] .
Besides, it has long been noticed that an open quantum system (Fig. 1a) can be interpreted as the usual thermodynamic situation: a working substance (the system S) on the one hand driven by an external agent who varies a parameter λ in its Hamiltonian (this induces work exchanges), and on the other hand is coupled to a heat bath (this causes heat dissipation) [11] . This canonical situation was extensively studied in the classical case, first restricting the working substance to near-equilibrium states and more recently, owing to the statistical thermodynamics paradigm [12, 13] , for any transformation potentially bringing the system S far from equilibrium.
In the formalism of classical statistical thermodynamics, the classical system follows a stochastic trajectory in its phase space at each single realization of the studied thermodynamic transformation. The randomness in this picture originates from the nature of the actions of the environment on the system S that appear in practice to be uncontrollable and unpredictable. Thermodynamic quantities like work, dissipated heat, and entropy production become stochastic variables defined for a single trajectory. These quantities satisfy fluctuation theorems [14, 15, 16] which constrain their out-of-equilibrium fluctuations beyond the second law of thermodynamics.
When the environment is monitored, the quantum trajectories can be seen as quantum analogues of the stochastic trajectories in phase space, enabling to build a quantum version of the stochastic thermodynamics formalism [17, 18, 19, 20, 21] . However, these quantum trajectories feature two crucial differences with respect to the trajectories of classical stochastic thermodynamics: First, they correspond to sequences of states in the system's Hilbert's space H S instead of phase space. They therefore allow to study the thermodynamic consequences of quantum specificities such as coherences and entanglement. Second, the stochasticity of the system's dynamics is a direct consequence of the randomness of quantum measurements, and is not predicated on the observer's ignorance as to the thermal environment's precise evolution. As a consequence, quantum stochastic thermodynamics can also describe situations where there is no thermal reservoir, but the system is coupled to a measuring apparatus which introduces randomness and, therefore, irreversibility in the system's dynamics [20, 22, 23] . Such formalism therefore opens an avenue to describe the thermodynamics of quantum measurements.
In this chapter, we review the formalism of quantum stochastic thermodynamics and highlight some of the genuinely quantum features it opens to study owing to fundamental examples. The chapter is divided as follows: in Section 2, we introduce the concept of quantum trajectories and unraveling, first for any quantum channel, and then in the special case of a quantum open system obeying a Lindblad equation. In Section 3, we define the entropy production at the level of a quantum trajectory and show it obeys an Integral fluctuation theorem as in the classical case.
In Section 4, we analyze the energetics along a single trajectory and stress the contribution of coherence erasure induced by the quantum measurements. In Sections 5-7 we analyze three fundamental examples: the thermalization of a quantum system, the photo-counting of a qubit's fluorescence and the continuous measurement of qubit's obervable. a b Figure 1 : a: Typical scenery of quantum open systems formalism: a system S is coupled to an environment E and potentially driven by an external agent D. In the quantum trajectory paradigm, E is monitored by a measuring apparatus M E . b: The joint quantum trajectory Γ := ((l, m), (µ, ν)) observed when the system S and environment E are first measured by the detectors M 
Quantum trajectories

Two-point quantum trajectories of open systems
Consider a quantum system S, with a Hilbert space H S ≃ C dS , that is initially prepared in the state ρ S = dS l=1 p l Π S [ψ l ]. Here Π S [ψ] ≡ |ψ ψ| is a projection on the vector |ψ ∈ H S and {|ψ l } l is an orthonormal basis that spans H S . If the system is closed, its time evolution will be described by the unitary quantum channel V(ρ S ) : prior and posterior to the time evolution, respectively. The evolution of the average (unconditioned) state will still be given by ρ S → V ρ S V † ; this is because the observables commute with these states. Consequently, we can decompose the total evolution of the system into a collection of measurement sequences, or "two-point pure-state trajectories", Γ := (l, m) ≡ |ψ l → |ξ m . Each trajectory Γ corresponds to a possible evolution of the system during a single realization of the process consisting of the first measurement, the evolution and the second measurement, the one characterized by the sequence of measurement outcomes (l, m). The probability of the trajectory Γ will be given by the Born rule as
Now consider the case where S is an open system [24] , such that it interacts with an environment E with Hilbert space H E . If the compound system S + E is initially prepared in the product state ρ S ⊗ ρ E , and then evolves by a joint unitary channel V :
† , the evolution of S alone will be described by the quantum channel Φ [25] , defined as
Here tr E is the partial trace over H E . The triple (H E , ρ E , V ) is referred to as the Stinespring dilation of Φ [26] . Whilst a quantum channel can arise from infinitely many such dilations, a given choice of environment and joint evolution describes a unique channel.
We now wish to determine the two-point measurement scheme that is compatible with the reduced dynamics of S as defined by the quantum channel Φ. To this end, we must projectively measure S, at the start and end of its evolution, with observables that do not disturb its average state. The initial observable is, as before, {Π S [ψ l ]} l , and given that the final state of S is written as
The resulting sequence of measurements outcomes will therefore define a trajectory of S, denoted Γ S := (l, m) ≡ |ψ l → |ξ m , which will occur with the probability
Let us assume that we are also capable of independently measuring the environment. Given that the initial and final state of the environment is
, respectively, by measuring E with the observable {Π E [φ µ ]} µ , respectively {Π E [ϕ ν ]} ν , at the start and end of the evolution, we may construct the trajectories Γ E := (µ, ν) ≡ |φ µ → |ϕ ν . The joint trajectory for both system and environment, therefore, is Γ := (Γ S , Γ E ) = ((l, m), (µ, ν)), which occurs with the probability
This scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Note that while the evolution of S, respectively E, can be seen as a stochastic sampling from the trajectories Γ S and Γ E , the evolution of the compound system S + E is not given by a stochastic sampling from the joint trajectories Γ. This is because, generally, the compound system will be correlated at the end of the evolution, and the measurements will disturb the state.
In order to express Eq. (4) analogously to Eq. (3), i.e., in terms of dynamical processes on the system alone, we must first obtain the "Kraus" decomposition of the channel Φ as Φ(ρ S ) = µ,ν Φ µ,ν (ρ S ), where
such that
are the Kraus operators [27] determined by the environment trajectory Γ E . Consequently, Eq. (4) can be expressed as
We note that {E(ν) := µ M † µ,ν M µ,ν } ν constitutes a generalized positive operator valued measure (POVM) on the system, with ν denoting the measurement outcomes [28, 29, 30] . The effect operators E(ν) will in general not be projection operators.
Quantum trajectories and continuous measurement
In this section we generalize the preceding considerations to the case where the environment is subject to an arbitrarily long sequence of measurements, rather than just at the beginning and end of the transformation under study. To be sure, measuring the environment at the middle of the joint evolution will in general destroy the quantum correlations between the system and the environment states built by the unitary evolution. Consequently, unlike the two-point measurement scheme discussed above, we will not be able to claim that our measurements merely track the evolution of the subsystems in general. However, if the correlations between the environment the system vanish on a time-scale much shorter than the time between two measurements on the environment, as it is the case for a Markovian environment, the repeated measurements will as before preserve the average evolution of the system.
To model this situation, we discretize the evolution time, introducing the times t k = t i + k ∆t (t i ≡ t 0 , t f ≡ t K ) at which the measurements are performed on the environment. More precisely, we assume that a the start t k−1 of each time interval [t k−1 , t k ], the system and environment are in a product state ρ S (t k−1 ) ⊗ ρ E . A first measurement is performed on the environment at time t + k−1 , yielding outcome µ k . Then the system and environment evolve unitarily during ∆t until time t − k where a second measurement is performed, yielding outcome µ k . This in turn induces the quantum channel Φ(t k , t k+1 ) on the system. Consistently with the Markovian assumption, the system and environment are assumed to be in a product state ρ S (t k−1 ) ⊗ ρ E at the beginning of the next evolution interval, i.e. time t k , such that the evolution. One often model such process by allowing the system to interact with a new copy of the environment every ∆t, enforcing the Markovian character of the evolution.
The full evolution between t i and t f is given by the composition of these channels, i.e., 
Let the average state of the system at time t 0 and t K be ρ
respectively. As such, we obtain the trajectories Γ := ((l, m), α), with probabilities
Since each Φ α k (t k−1 , t k ) is described by a single Kraus operator M α k , we may view the evolution of the system along the time sequence {t k } K k=0 as a trajectory of pure states
where |Ψ Γ (t 0 ) = |ψ l and |Ψ Γ (t K ) = |ξ m . Generally, the time ∆t is chosen to be much shorter than the characteristic evolution time of the system, meaning that each M α k is very close to the identity operator. As such, the states |Ψ Γ (t k ) along this trajectory vary slowly, and can be in a superposition of states from the basis in which the environment induces decoherence.
A great interest of such a time-resolved measurement scheme is that it generally involves the monitoring of the environment subspace interacting with the system during the interval ∆t, rather than the complete environment, which is amenable to experimental implementation. Conversely, performing projective measurements on the total Hilbert space of the environment -which is generally large -is usually impractical. Examples of such continuous measurement schemes include monitoring of the fluorescence emitted by a superconducting qubit in a transmission line [8] , and the readout of Rydberg atoms after they interact sequentially with a cavity field [7] . In these setups, it is only required that we measure the field in the transmission line and a single atom every ∆t, respectively, to have enough information to reconstruct the system's trajectory.
We finally note that we have considered rather ideal measurements. The present formalism can be extended to account for various practical limitations. An extension to measurements associated to non rank-1 projectors in H S is presented in the Appendix A to this chapter. Other common limitations includes imperfect detection, which is can be modeled by an average over a subset of the measurement record (see e.g. [30] , section 4.8 and [31] , section VII).
Quantum trajectories from a Lindblad equation
Kraus decomposition of the Lindblad equation
For a quantum system in contact with a Markovian environment at equilibrium, the dynamics may often be described by a Lindblad equation [24] 
where the Liouvillian L λ fulfills:
Here H S (λ) is the system's Hamiltonian which depends on a parameter λ controlled by an external agent. This parameter is in general varied during a thermodynamical transformation, and takes the values {λ t } ti t t f . D λ j is a superoperator satisfying: 
is a composition of infinitesimal quantum channels
The exact form of the Liouvillian in Eq. (11) can be derived from a given microscopic model of the system and the environment by averaging the exact unitary dynamics of the joint system over a time that is large with respect to the correlation time of the environment, but short with respect to the relaxation time of the system, and tracing over the environment [24, 32] . Alternatively, when the microscopic description of the environment is unknown, the Lindblad equation associated with a set of A = d 2 S −1 Lindblad operators, d S being the dimension of H S , can be used phenomenologically as the most general infinitesimal quantum channel capturing the dynamics of a system in contact with a Markovian environment [33] .
The quantum trajectories are obtained from a Kraus decomposition of
associated with measurement outcomes {α k }. The environment, if Markovian, is assumed to be respectively in the states
at the infinitesimal time-steps t k−1 and t k . The Markovian environment is affected very slightly by its interaction with the system, quantified by the fact that the relative entropy D[ρ
] is vanishingly small. As such, if the environment were projectively measured with respect to the same observable {Π E [φ µ ]} µ before and after the infinitesimal interaction time, we would have α k = (µ k , ν k ), analogously to our earlier discussion in Sec. 2.1. However, owing to the Markovian character of the environment, one can measure the environment in many different ways without affecting the system's master equation. The choice of a particular measurement scheme on the environment determines the so-called "unravelling" of the Lindblad master equation. As there are infinitely many ways of measuring the environment, there are infinitely many such unravellings. In the following sections, we will focus on two measurement schemes that are particularly relevant for situations of interest in thermodynamics, and have been implemented experimentally: (i) the Quantum Jump (QJ) and (ii) the Quantum State Diffusion (QSD) unravellings.
Quantum Jumps unraveling
The QJ unraveling corresponds to measurement of the environment with J + 1 possible outcomes. The first J outcomes {α j } J j=1 have an infinitesimal probability of occurrence, of order dt, and are associated with a strong effect on the system called a "quantum jump" [1, 30, 34, 35, 36] . Such quantum jumps are captured by the Kraus operators:
The last outcome α 0 , called the "no-jump" outcome, has a probability of order 1 and is associated with an infinitesimal evolution characterized by the Kraus operator:
The "no-jump" evolution can also be seen as induced by the non-Hermitian effective Hamiltonian:
Such an unraveling typically arises when the measurement on the environment corresponds to counting of the excitations exchanged between the environment and the system, e.g. photoncounting. The L j operators are then annihilation and creation operators for these excitations. Note that in most cases, only the variation of the environment's excitation number can be accessed (rather than the absolute initial and final number of excitations in the environment), such that a proper derivation of the Kraus operators of the QJ unraveling requires to slightly extend the paradigm introduced in Section 2.1 (see Appendix A).
Quantum state diffusion unraveling
A QSD unraveling is obtained when there is a continuous set of possible outcomes α k for the measurement performed on the environment, at time t k [2, 30, 31, 37] . As a result the system's evolution is determined by an infinite number of Kraus operators. The evolution of the system takes the form of a stochastic differential equation in term of the record α k . When using Ito's convention for stochastic calculus, one can in general cast the Kraus operators under the form: (16) where the dw j (α k ), j ∈ 1, J are Wiener increments, i.e. complex Gaussian stochastic variables of zero expectation value and fulfilling Ito's rule
2πdt the probability density fulfilled by the Wiener increments.
A typical situation leading to a QSD unraveling is when the environment of the system is actually a meter such that the measurement outcome at time t k corresponds to a weak measurement of an observable X on the system. In such situation, there is only one Lindblad operator √ γ mes X associated with the Wiener increment dw(α k ) = 2 √ γ mes dt(α k − X ) [31] . Other common situations leading to QSD unraveling are the homodyning and heterodyning measurements of the fluorescence of an atom [2] .
Entropy production and Integral fluctuation theorem
Time-reversed trajectories, stochastic entropy production, and the second law
Each trajectory Γ has associated with it a stochastic entropy production ∆ i s [Γ] , which quantifies the degree of irreversibility in the transformation. In concordance with the formalism of classical stochastic thermodynamics [13, 16] , this quantity is obtained by comparing the probability of a trajectory Γ to that of its time-reversed counterpartΓ, seen as a trajectory generated by the time-reversed thermodynamic transformation. Namely, we define:
Consequently, the more probable the forward trajectory occurs, in comparison with the timereversed trajectory, the more entropy is produced. We show below that this definition is consistent with the definition of average entropy production as the total increase in the von Neumann entropy of system and environment, evaluated with respect to their reduced states. For further justification of using Eq. (17) as the definition of stochastic entropy production, we refer to [38] .
Several approaches have been explored to define the time-reversed trajectories and their probabilities. The approach introduced in [39] and used in [20, 21, 40 ] exploits a fixed point of the quantum map to define the reversed Kraus operators, ensuring that no entropy is produced on average when the system is in the fixed point. This approach has allowed pioneer analyses of the entropy production at the level of single quantum trajectories. However, this approach may break down when the system is driven, in particular for quantum maps that do not have a fixed point [41] . The approach introduced in [22, 23] exploits the inverse of the Kraus operator, and is therefore well suited for weak measurements, while it cannot handle rank-1 Kraus operators as those involved in the QJ unraveling. Here, in line with [41, 42, 43] , we exploit the fact that when both the system and environment are measured with rank-1 projective measurements, the Kraus operator generating the time-reversed sequence of states of the environment is uniquely defined. This allows to evaluate the entropy production associated to a large variety of quantum processes as shown by the examples considered in this chapter.
Recall that a general trajectory Γ = ((l, m), α), where α := (α 1 , . . . , α K ), is defined by two measurements at the start and end of the process on the system, and a sequence of quantum maps
that describe the stochastic transformation of the system as time moves forward from t k−1 to t k . The time-reversed trajectoryΓ = ((m, l), α), where α := (α K , . . . , α 1 ), is similarly defined with respect to a sequence of time-reversed quantum maps
that describe the stochastic transformation of the system as time moves backwards from t k to t k−1 . Given that the initial state of the system during the time-reversed process is the average state it occupies at the end of the forward process, namely
, the probability for the time-reversed trajectory is obtained analogously to Eq. (8) as
Let us assume for simplicity that each quantum channel Φ(t k−1 , t k ) is described by the same unitary V , and initial environment state ρ E = µ q µ Π E [φ µ ]. This would describe the case where the environment is Markovian. As such, Eq. (8) can be written as
where
Here we recall that q µ k is the probability that the environment at time t k−1 occupies the state |φ µ k .
We now introduce the time-reversal paradigm applied in this chapter. To construct the infinitesimal maps generating the time-reversed trajectory, we assume that the initial state of the environment, at time t k , is the average state it occupies, during the forward process at the end of
Consequently, we may define the k th time reversed quantum channel as
where we note that the unitary interaction V has been subjected to the time-reversal operation, thus transforming it to V † [43] . EachΦ α k (t k , t k−1 ) is described by the Kraus operator
Therefore, we may write Eq. (18) as
Consequently, by combining Eq. (17), Eq. (19), and Eq. (22), we obtain the following expression for the stochastic entropy production along each trajectory:
In other words, the stochastic entropy production is purely a function of the probability distributions for the system and bath, at the beginning and end of the joint dynamics during the time intervals (t k−1 , t k ).
Finally, we note that the entropy production, averaged with respect to the probability distribution for the forward trajectories, gives
, and S(ρ) := −tr[ρ ln (ρ)] is the von-Neumann entropy of state ρ. The inequality in the final line, which can be interpreted as an expression of the second law of thermodynamics, is due to: (i) lack of initial correlations between system and environment at the start of each joint evolution; (ii) sub-additivity of the vonNeumann entropy [44] ; and (iii) the fact that unitary evolution is unital, i.e., does not decrease the von-Neumann entropy [45, 46] . In other words, the second law is always satisfied for open system dynamics. A more detailed discussion about the second law for quantum systems can be found in [47] .
The entropy production ∆ i s[Γ] also fulfills a fluctuation Theorem:
Here the sum is restricted to the trajectories Γ for which P (Γ) = 0, and λ ∈ [0, 1) corresponds to the cumulated probabilities of the reverse trajectoriesΓ for which the probability of the corresponding forward trajectory, P (Γ), is zero. A situation in which λ > 0 is referred to as "absolute irreversibility" as it is associated with a strictly positive entropy production [48, 49] . This typically arises for a system initially restricted to a subpart of its Hilbert space and then allowed to relax in the whole space. λ vanishes when the initial state of the system, ρ S , has full rank, i.e., when ρ S has d S positive eigenvalues. An example of a full-rank state is a thermal state at finite temperature. Eq. (25) is known as the "Integral Fluctuation Theorem" [16] (IFT) as it generates other famous fluctuation theorems when applied to specific situations. For instance, when the system and the reservoir are initialized in thermal states at the beginning of the forward and backward processes, one obtains the quantum version of the celebrated Jarzynski equality [50, 51] .
We stress here that the time reversed transformation is a virtual reference with which the forward process is compared, rather than an actual physical process that needs to be implemented. Indeed, the fluctuation theorem and and second law can be tested without having to implement such reverse processes as the averages appearing in Eqs. (24) and (25) are over the forward trajectories.
Finally, we emphasize that the discussion can be extended to more general kind of measurements performed on the system and the environment (see Appendix B).
First law of thermodynamics
Internal energy
In this section, we focus on the energy exchanges occurring during the quantum trajectories defined above. In this chapter, we define the internal energy of system S when it is in the pure state |ψ S following [20] by:
We stress that here |ψ S can be any state of H S and in particular does not have to be an energy eigenstate of H S (λ). U (λ) can be interpreted as the average of results of projective energy measurement performed on many copies of the system. However, if the system is in an energy eigenstate, U (λ) corresponds to an eigenvalue of H S (λ). As a consequence, if one includes projective measurements of the system's energy in the thermodynamic transformation under study, one finds that U (λ) is given by the outputs of such measurements. This is the Two-Point Measurement (TPM) approach of quantum thermodynamics which led to pioneering results such as the first quantum fluctuation theorems [51, 52, 53, 54 ](see also [55] ). However, definition (26) can be seen as an extension of this conception of internal energy as it allows us to follow the variation in internal energy of the system even when no projective measurement is performed, provided the system's state is known. This definition is extremely useful in the context of quantum trajectories experiments which precisely lead to the knowledge of the system's quantum state at any time. Note that this definition (26) can be extended in the case of a mixed state ρ S to U (λ) := tr[ρ S H S ]. This definition of the internal energy was used in seminal studies of open quantum system thermodynamics [11, 56] .
Work and heat: two historic approaches
Just like in classical thermodynamics, we are now interested in splitting the variations of U (λ) into work, a deterministic form of energy that can be readily used for many purposes in a controllable way, and heat -a stochastic/uncontrollable form of energy exchange. The definitions of heat and work for quantum systems has a long history of attempts, mainly based on two strategies for which we briefly sum up the arguments in the following two subsections, in order to introduce the unifying paradigm we will use in this chapter.
"Heat first"
Studies focusing on the cases where the environment is a thermal reservoir have generally defined heat from the outcomes of energy measurements performed on the thermal reservoir. In the context of quantum trajectories, this corresponds to an unraveling in which the bases {|ϕ n } and {|φ m } are both the reservoir's energy eigenbasis.
The QJ unraveling presented above is generally the best suited to monitor this heat exchange, that we denote Q cl in the following: indeed, the outcomes are directly linked to a change of the number of excitations in the environment, and therefore to a variation of the reservoir's energy [17] . Obtaining outcome α 0 at time t k corresponds to a zero heat, δQ cl (t k , α 0 ) = 0, while each outcome α j with j 1 is associated with an amount of heat δQ cl (t k , α j ) given by the quantum of energy carried by the exchanged excitation. In the example of photon-counting, this can be summed up by saying that the heat exchanged with the reservoir is the energy carried by the counted photons. In the case of a reservoir at thermal equilibrium, the probabilities of picking each energy eigenstates in the forward and reverse processes, q ν and q ′ µ , are identified with Boltzmann's distributions, such that δQ cl (t k , α k ) is linked to the variation of the thermal reservoir's Von Neumann entropy according to
This approach has been first used in the context of the TPM approach to quantum statistical mechanics, in which the change of the environment internal energy is assumed to be inferred from two projective measurements performed at the beginning and at the end of the trajectory [54] . Another formulation can be found in the so-called "full counting statistics" method [57] , which consists of recording in a generating function the outputs of (fictitious) projective energy measurements performed on the environment at every time step. The heat statistics given by such a method is actually the same as obtained from the QJ unraveling [58] . In such studies, the rest of the internal energy variations ∆U − Q cl was identified as the work.
"Work first"
Another approach, in its spirit closer to the initial formulation of thermodynamics, consists in identifying the energy deterministically exchanged with the system as the work. In the case where the dynamics is described by a Lindblad master equation, the work should then appear in the unitary part of the dynamics, while heat, which is uncontrollable, should come from the nonunitary terms. It turns out that non-zero contributions of the unitary terms in Eq.(11) to the variations of U (λ) solely appears when the parameter λ is varied along the transformation 1 . This variation can be interpreted as originating from an external driving field whose dynamics generates a sequence {λ t } ti t t f . One can then identify the elementary amount of work provided by this driving field to the system at time t k with (see [11, 56] )
Note that the increment of work does not depend on the measurement outcome α k obtained at time t k , which confirms the deterministic nature of the energy exchange. Then, the remaining terms in the variation of U (λ) are classified as heat, acknowledging their uncontrollable nature. This approach has the great advantage to be compatible with any Lindblad equation (even for non-thermal dissipation) and any unraveling.
The notion of quantum heat
Recent studies exploring the impact of definition (26) to states which are not energy eigenstates [20] have evidenced that these two approaches do not agree in general. Focusing on the case of the environment being a thermal reservoir, it turns out that the heat computed as the change of the reservoir's energy and the work provided by the external drive computed from Eq. (27) do not in general add up to the total variations of U (λ). This mismatch solely appears when coherences are built by the external drive, or are initially present in the system's state, in the basis in which the reservoir induces jumps (in the case of a QJ unraveling) or more generally in the basis in which the measurement scheme induces decoherence.
This mismatch does not mean that energy conservation fails, but simply that there is a flow of energy that is uncontrolled (non-unitary) while not provided by the thermal reservoir. This flow of energy can either be provided by the driving field (and in contrast to work W occur in a stochastic way because it is triggered by the interaction with the reservoir) or by other sources not explicitly included in the quantum description, such as the measuring apparatus involved in the unraveling of the Lindblad equation. We stress that the precise origin of this energy flow can always be determined for a given problem from a careful microscopic model of the driving fields and measuring apparatuses involved in all steps of the studied protocol (including preparation steps) [59] .
A dramatic example is the case in which the Lindblad equation is generated by the continuous monitoring of some observable (the environment is then a meter coupled to the system and periodically measured, see Section 7). In this situation, there is no thermal reservoir, but still some non-unitary energy flow exchanged with the system, which is not of thermal origin (there is no temperature involved) but which should not be called work because of its uncontrolled nature. In Refs. [60, 61, 62] , this measurement-induced heat flow is exploited to build engines solely fueled by the observation process, a remarkable specificity of the quantum world.
In the end of this chapter, we shall follow [20, 58, 62, 63, 64] and call this quantity of purely quantum origin "quantum heat". We will denote δQ q (t k , α k ) the quantum heat increment at time t k .
The expression of the quantum heat (just as the expression of the classical, thermal heat Q cl ) depends on the unraveling, and it may not always be possible to split the total incoherent energy exchange into thermal and quantum heat. We analyze in Sections 5-7 examples in which this splitting is possible Finally the first law at the single trajectory level reads as
where the trajectory dependent quantities X(Γ), for X = W, Q cl , Q q are computed by summing all the elementary increments δX(t k , α k ) along trajectory Γ.
Example 1: Quantum and classical entropy production due to thermalization
Here we shall study the simplest example of interest where a system is allowed to relax to thermal equilibrium by interacting with a thermal bath at temperature T . When the system possesses initial coherences with respect to its energy eigenbasis, the resulting entropy production can be decomposed into a quantum and classical component, with concomitant fluctuations in classical and quantum heat, respectively. This will largely follow the work presented in [65] .
Let the system S, with the Hamiltonian 
We shall assume that the bath is sufficiently large so that τ ′ E will be "almost" thermal. This is quantified by the relative entropy D[τ
] being vanishingly small. As in the general example discussed in Sec. 2.1, we may construct the quantum trajectories by measuring the system and environment, before and after the joint unitary evolution, with observables that do not disturb the subsystems. However, we may "augment" these trajectories by also performing energy measurements on the system prior to its interaction with the thermal reservoir. This is valid as the resulting average entropy production, and average internal energy change of the system, will stay the same. The augmented trajectories correspond to the TPM protocol introduced above which has been historically used to derive the first versions of the quantum fluctuation theorems [51, 52, 53] . The present analysis allows us to quantify the thermodynamic consequences of the initial energy measurement.
The trajectories of the system, containing the energy measurement prior to thermalization, are defined as Γ S := (l, m, n) ≡ |ψ l → |e m → |e n . The trajectories of the bath, meanwhile, are Γ E := (µ, ν) ≡ |µ → |ν . The joint trajectory Γ := ((l, m, n), (µ, ν)) can therefore be decomposed into a "decoherence" trajectory Γ q := (l, m) ≡ |ψ l → |e m , which only pertains to the system, followed by a "classical thermalization" trajectory Γ cl := ((m, n), (µ, ν)) which is the joint trajectory of system and bath during thermalization. As the system Hamiltonian is time-independent, the variation of its internal energy is only heat. The change in internal energy of the system during the decoherence trajectories is quantum heat as defined in Section 4.3:
The change in internal energy of the system during the classical thermalization trajectories is classical heat which, due to the energy conservation of the joint unitary evolution, together with the fact that both system and bath start and end in energy eigenstates, equals the heat emitted by the bath:
It is evident that the total change in the system's internal energy along a trajectory is
Using the methods delineated in Sec. 2.1 and Sec. 3.1, we may evaluate the probabilities for each sub-trajectory, as well as their time-reversed counterparts, to be
is the same as the initial state ρ S , except that its coherences with respect to the Hamiltonian eigenbasis have been removed.
The average quantum entropy production, therefore, is
Moreover, noting thatΦ µ,ν (ρ) = (q
, where q µ := µ|τ E |µ and q
, it follows that the average classical entropy production is given as
Note that, given a thermal state τ := e −H/kB T /Z, the following relation holds for all states ρ:
Using Eq. (35), together with the fact that tr[H S (ρ S −η S )] = 0, and that the thermalization unitary interaction V conserves energy, it follows that the average classical entropy production is
Finally, we note that the entropy production is additive along sub-trajectories, so that the average entropy production for the full process is
As the relative entropy is a non-negative quantity that vanishes if and only if both arguments are identical, it follows that quantum entropy production vanishes only when the initial state has no coherences with respect to the Hamiltonian eigenbasis, i.e., when ρ S = η S . Note that while the average quantum heat Q q (Γ) is always zero, the existence of its "fluctuations" witnesses the presence of quantum entropy production.
Example 2: Photo-counting of fluoresence
We now analyze the example of the canonical situation of quantum optics: a two-level atom (qubit) coherently driven and coupled to its electromagnetic environment (a thermal reservoir at temperature T ). We consider a photon-counting measurement, i.e. that the photons emitted and absorbed by the qubit are counted at intervals of ∆t, with γ∆t ≪ 1 where γ is the spontaneous emission rate of the qubit. While implementing this measurement scheme at zero temperature only requires a photon-counter (absorptions impossible), its extension at non-zero temperature requires some tricks like reservoir engineering [42, 63] or a finite-size reservoir [66] . The present analysis follows from [58, 63] . Other analyses of the fluorescence thermodynamics focusing on the Floquet master equation, i.e. describing the dynamics of the atom coarse-grained over a time-scale much larger than a Rabi oscillation, can be found in [67, 68, 69] . Note that a similar situation has been experimentally implemented and analyzed with a QSD unraveling [70] . Figure 2 : a: Situation studied in Example 2. A qubit of state {|e , |g } is driven by an external drive D modeled via the time-dependent Hamiltonian H d (t), and coupled to a thermal bath E. A measuring apparatus monitors the variations of the number of photons in E such that the systems follows trajectories corresponding to the quantum jump unraveling. Between t and t + ∆t, the drive exchanges energy with the qubit in two forms: the work δW (coherent energy exchange) and the quantum heat δQ q (incoherent/stochastic). Besides, the thermal bath exchanges classical heat δQ cl with the qubit. b: Measurement scheme of Example 3: The cavity mode used as a meter is initially in the vacuum. It is then coupled to the qubit during ∆t, which induces a positive (resp. negative) coherent displacement when the qubit is in the excited (resp. ground) state.
The driven qubit is described by Hamiltonian
, with ω 0 the bare energy of the qubit, ω L the frequency of the drive and g the Rabi frequency (fixed by the drive intensity). We have introduced the Pauli matrix σ z = |e e| − |g g| and the qubit ladder operators σ − = |g e| = σ † + . The thermal reservoir is modeled as a collection of harmonic oscillators of Hamiltonian H E = l ω l a † l a l , a l being the annihilation operator in mode l. The coupling between the qubit and the reservoir is captured by Hamiltonian
, where the coupling strengths g l are taken as real without loss of generality. As soon as g ≪ ω 0 and the reservoir has a correlation-time τ c much shorter than the inverses of γ ≡ l g 2 l δ(ω l − ω 0 ) and g, one can coarse-grain the unitary qubit-reservoir dynamics on a time-scale ∆t fulfilling τ c ≪ ∆t ≪ γ −1 , g −1 , and trace over the reservoir degrees of freedom to obtain a Lindblad equation for the qubit density operator [32] , which has the form (11)- (12) with the Lindblad operators {L j } j=± :
wheren = (e ω0/k B T −1) −1 . Alternatively, when the variation of the number of photons in the bath is monitored every ∆t, the dynamics of the qubit is captured by a QJ unraveling as described in Section 2.3.2, with three Kraus operators labeled by α ∈ {+, −, 0}. M ± = √ ∆tL ± are associated with the absorption and the emission of a photon, while
is associated with the detection of no variation of the photon number in the environment between t k and t k+1 . We denote |Ψ Γ (t k ) the state of the qubit at time t k along trajectory Γ = ((l, m), α) .
First law
We first analyze the energy exchanges along such QJ trajectories applying the results of Section 4. The time-dependence of H S due to the interaction with the classical external drive can be understood as a thermodynamical transformation in which the parameter λ t = ω L t is varied. For the sake of simplicity, we consider the TPM protocol which is associated with quantum Jarzynski equality [52, 71] : The qubit is initially at thermal equilibrium while the drive is off (g = 0), and measured at time t i in its energy eigenbasis, yielding state |ψ l ∈ {|e , |g } with respective probability p
. Then, the drive is switched on up to time t f , where another energy measurement is performed on the qubit yielding |ψ m ∈ {|e , |g }.
The elementary work performed on the qubit via the drive between times t k−1 and t k can be deduced from Eq. (27):
iωLt k is the atomic dipole in the frame rotating at the drive frequency, and |Ψ Γ (t k ) is the qubit's state at time t k along trajectory Γ. Meanwhile, one can identify the elementary heat exchanged with the thermal reservoir between time t k−1 and t k as the energy carried by the exchanged photons:
Finally, as the drive induces coherences in the bare atomic basis, that are erased when a photon is emitted or absorbed, there is a non-zero quantum heat contribution. This energy is provided by the same source as the work, i.e. the light driving the qubit, but in an uncontrolled/incoherent manner due to the interaction with the reservoir:
Here
is the qubit population at time t k along trajectory Γ.
One can evaluate the mean energy exchanges using the probability of each outcome α k at time
It is interesting to look at the steady state value of the energy fluxes (denoted by the subscript ∞) obtained for γt ≫ 1, when the atom has relaxed in the steady state of the optical Bloch equations [32] :
with δ = ω 0 − ω L the detuning between the qubit and the driving frequencies. All three quantities vanish for g = 0 or for a very large detuning |δ| ≫ γ, g such that the qubit is effectively decoupled from the driving field. The average quantum heat vanishes at resonance (δ = 0) while it still features non-zero fluctuations [63] . The steady state first law reads Ẇ ∞ + Q cl ∞ + Q q ∞ = 0.
Second law and Jarzynski equality
The time-reversal rules of Section 3.1 lead, to the following set of time-reversed Kraus operators:
As these Kraus operators fulfill the relationM
, the probabilities of the forward and time-reversed trajectories are simply related by the following relation, which is sometimes called the Detailed Fluctuation Theorem:
This in turn entails the following form for the stochastic entropy production:
This entropy production fulfill the IFT Eq.(25) and the second law:
Under the assumption that both the initial and final distribution of qubit states p l and p ′ m are drawn from thermal equilibrium populations {p g }, the entropy production takes the form
such that the IFT becomes the quantum version of the well-known Jarzynski equality. In the present example ∆F = k B T (log Z(t f ) − log Z(t i )) = 0 as the initial and final state are drawn from the same thermal distribution. Note the presence of the quantum heat term in the entropy production, which is a witness of a genuinely quantum contribution to the entropy production in this transformation: the continuous erasure by the qubit's environment of the coherences induced by the drive in the bare qubit basis. The results of Ref. [17] are retrieved by identifying the total energy provided by the drive with the sum of the work W and quantum heat Q q .
Example 3: continuous measurement of a qubit's observable
Kraus operators
We consider a setup implementing the continuous measurement of the observable σ z of a qubit whose Hamiltonian is H S = ω 0 σ z . This can be done by coupling the qubit to a cavity of Hamil-
where b is the annihilation operator in the cavity mode. It was recently demonstrated that a very efficient technique consists in exploiting the longitudinal coupling [72] which can be modeled by Hamiltonian
where γ m is the measurement strength. For the sake of simplicity, we consider a transient measurement corresponding to a finite-time qubit-cavity interaction rather than the readout of the steady-state cavity proposed in [72] which implies a non-unitary evolution of the cavity. The cavity field is initially in the vacuum state |0 . After interacting during ∆t with the qubit, the field is displaced on the real axis by an amplitude proportional to the expectation value of σ z . This value can then be deduced from a homodyne measurement of the real quadrature of the field. In this example, we consider the weak measurement limit, i.e. γ m ∆t ≪ 1 such that the two possible final coherent states of the cavity mode are strongly overlapping (see Fig.2b ). Note that a very similar situation exploiting a dispersive coupling between the qubit and the cavity has recently been implemented to experimentally demonstrate fluctuation theorems in presence of quantum measurement and feedback [73] .
The Kraus operator associated with finding the cavity field in state |β after the interaction during ∆t is (in the interaction picture):
Here we have taken the probability for the initial state of the cavity to be q 0 = 1. We stress that despite the fact that {|β } is an over-complete basis of H E , it still defines a proper Kraus decomposition of the quantum map under study, provided the factor 1 √ π is included in the definition of M (β), so as to ensure the normalization of the trajectory probabilities [74] . This Kraus operator can be rewritten introducing the measurement outcome I = −Re(β)/ γ m ∆t, and y = Im(β), and noting the interaction induces a displacement of the cavity's state by of amplitude γ m ∆tσ z :
The probability law for outcome (x, I) when the qubit is in state |ψ(t) = c e |e + c g |g reads
and is composed of two Gaussian functions centered around I = ±1. In the weak measurement regime under study, the two Gaussian functions strongly overlap. We can check from (51) that I follows a Gaussian law. It is therefore relevant to introduce a Wiener increment to describe the fluctuations of I around its mean value z = ψ|σ z |ψ :
This allow to express M (y, I) under a form similar to Eq. (16) , highlighting that the present measurement scheme corresponds to a QSD unraveling:
The corresponding Lindblad equation can be retrieved by averaging the conditioned density operator M (y, I)ρ(t)M (y, I) † over the measurement outcomes:
This master equation captures the pure dephasing in the free energy eigenbasis of the qubit induced by the measurement. Note that the uncertainty on the imaginary part of the field (responsible for the dependence on y of the probability distribution P (y, I)) cause the effective pure dephasing rate to be equal to twice the measurement rate. The pure dephasing can be decreased using a squeezed vacuum state [72] , but will remain larger than or equal to the measurement rate.
First law
As is clear from Eq.(54), the qubit does not receive any work from an external agent, solely heat due to the non-unitary term proportional to γ m . This heat is quantum heat as no thermal reservoir is involved in the problem. The quantum heat increment between t k and t k+1 amounts to:
with z Γ (t) = ψ Γ (t)|σ z |ψ Γ (t) the expectation value of σ z in the qubit's state at time t along trajectory Γ. It is clear that the quantum heat is zero when the qubit is in state |e (z Γ (t) = 1) or |g (z Γ (t) = −1). As the qubit is always in a pure state along trajectory Γ, 1 − z Γ (t) 2 = | ψ Γ (t)|e g|ψ Γ (t) | 2 is directly related to the amplitude of the coherences between the energy eigenstates. Therefore, the quantum heat is non-zero solely if the qubit's state carries coherences in the {|e , |g } basis, i.e. solely when the measurement has an effect on the qubit's state. The quantum heat increment averaged over the measurement records (using probability P (y k , I k ) given by Eq.(51) of getting outcome (y k , I k )) is zero in this example. This result can also be deduced from the master equation noting that tr[H S ∂ t ρ S ] = 0 which implies that the average internal energy of the qubit is unchanged during the process. This is expected as the measured observable commutes with the Hamiltonian. Note however that, as it can be seen from Eq.(55), the quantum heat takes non-zero values along single trajectories such that there are fluctuations around the average. Moreover, the average would be non-zero in the case of a measurement of an observable which does not commute with the Hamiltonian, allowing e.g. to fuel an engine [60, 62] .
Second law
The time-reversed operator can be deduced from Eq. (21):
using that the probability P (β) for the cavity to start in state β in the reversed trajectory, which is simply the probability of getting outcome β in the direct trajectory. We deduce the entropy produced between t k−1 and t k : 2 |c e (t k )| 2 + e −γ(∆t+1)
The entropy production contains a constant term scaling as ln γ m ∆t , which is in general very large, but finite 2 . This term can be interpreted by noting that the measurement generates a set of outcomes with typical resolution γ m ∆t, such that one cavity state (the vacuum) is mapped onto a number of states scaling as 1/ γ m ∆t (see also section I-B of [75] ).
Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented a formalism based on quantum trajectories to describe the stochastic thermodynamics of quantum open systems. We have introduced the notion of timereversed quantum trajectories to compute the entropy production at the single trajectory level. This quantity fulfills the Integral Fluctuation Theorem and the second law. We have then analyzed the energy exchanges occurring during a single realization of a thermodynamic transformation to identify work and heat contributions to the variation of the internal energy of a quantum system. In particular, we have highlighted a quantum contribution to the heat received by the system which is related to the decoherence induced by the environment. Finally, we have illustrated this framework with three examples: the thermalization of a quantum system; the fluorescence of a driven qubit; and the continuous measurement of a qubit's observable.
We have introduced the formalism of quantum stochastic thermodynamics focusing on an ideal situation involving a Markovian environment, monitored with perfect efficiency. However, the quantum trajectory framework is very flexible and can be extended to account for more complex situations. For instance, detection inefficiency can be introduced [30] to study its influence on quantum thermodynamics [63, 76] . Besides, quantum trajectories can also encompass non-Markovianity [77, 78, 79, 80] , opening avenues towards characterization of non-Markovian quantum thermodynamics. Finally, feedback mechanisms exploiting the measurement record can be analyzed in the quantum trajectory framework, allowing e.g. to check generalizations of the quantum fluctuation theorems [70, 73] (see also [55] Section III).
